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THE FOLLOWING HTML CODE SHOULD BE WRITTEN DOWN IN THE EXERCISE COPY 

AND TO BE EXECUTED AS A WEBPAGE  

 

 

 

  



 

Answers to Worksheet 4 & 5 
Children are encouraged to write the answers on their own. However, they can refer to the following 

answers given below: 

Worksheet 4 (Answers): 

1. What are the different types of lists supported by HTML? 

Ans :The different types of lists supported by html are Unordered list, Ordered list and Definition list. 

2.Differentiate between <UL> and <OL> tag 

     Unordered list <UL>       Ordered list <OL> 

Ans : This is used when the items of a list are not    This is used when the items of a list are to be  

           to be displayed in any particular order.     displayed in a specific order. 

 

           Also known as bulleted list      Also known as numbered list. 

 

 ‘Disc’ is the default type      ‘1’ is the default type 

  

3. Differentiate between Inline image and External image. 

Ans:  Inline image      External image 

 The inline image is displayed when the  The external images are not displayed automatically  

  web page is opened and inserted within  with other content on the webpage, and are referenced  

a line of text.     referenced externally and viewed separately by clicking 

      on a link. 

 

To insert an inline image, the <IMG> tag  To insert an external image, the <A> anchor tag is used. 

is used. 

 

4. What is hyperlinking? 

Ans : The feature of linking one webpage with another in HTML is known as hyperlink. 

 

Worksheet 5(Answers): 

I. Fill in the blanks: 

1. Using the list element, you can add a bullet or number before each item to make them more 

organized. 

2. The unordered list is used when the list items are not to be displayed in any particular order. 

3. To specify the starting point of the numbering scheme in <OL> tag, start attribute is used. 

4. A list embedded in another list is called as nested list. 

5. Hyperlink is linking various webpages together. 

  



 

II. Correct the sentences and rewrite: 

1. The default value for <UL> is a solid circle. 

2.  The Reverse attribute can only be used with <OL> tag. 

3.  The <IMG> tag is a empty tag. 

III. Complete the sentence and rewrite: 

1.   Unordered list is also known as bulleted list. 

2.   The default style of <ul> tag is Disc 

3. The attributes of anchor tag is href 

IV. Answer the following: 

Ans 1: Sometimes a browser on the user’s computer does not display images due to some 

reason like slow connection etc, then the alternate text for the images with the help if 

alt attribute provides a description about the image. 

Ans 2: Html provides a powerful feature of linking the webpages with each other, known as 

hyperlinking. The different types of linking are Internal linking and External linking. 

Ans 3: The images can be added in an Html document as Inline image and External image. 

The different attributes of image element are src, height and width, align, alt. 

 

  



 

V. Write the code for the following to create a HTML file: 

i)  The title of the webpage should be “My Webpage” 

ii)  The background of the page should have the picture from file “back_image.jpg” which is 

found in the folder “pictures” under C:\ 

iii) Write a heading for the list as “SEASONS” where the font color should be “blue” and size 

12. 

iv) The list should appear as below 

• Summer 

• Monsoon 

• Autumn 

• Spring 

• Winter 

v) Let a scrolling text appear in the page as “NATURE IS BEAUTIFUL” in “red” color. 

[Save the html file as “Page1.html” and run the file in your browser] 

Solve : 

<html> 

<head><title>My Webpage</title></head> 

<body background=”c:\pictures\back_image.jpg”> 

<font color=”blue” size=”12”>SEASONS 

<ul> 

<li>Summer</li> 

<li> Monsoon</li> 

<li> Autumn</li> 

<li>Spring</li> 

<li>Winter</li></ul> 

</font> 

<font color=”red”> 

<marquee>NATURE IS BEAUTIFUL</marquee> 

</body> 

</html> 

 

 

 

 


